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Percivalia tessellata BLACK, 1973 
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Figs. 8, 9 - Percivalia tessellata sp. nov., x 8.000. 8) Distal 
view. Upper Gault, Bed XII, Folkestone (H.755). SM 23100. 
9) Holotype, proximal view. Upper Gault, Bed XII, Folke-

stone (H.755) . SM 23114. 

Description: 

Percivalia 
tessellata 

Diagnosis: A species of Percivalia in which the granules on the proximal surface are square 
in the outermost ring, becoming less regular in shape in each successive ring as the centre is 
approached. 
Description: The outer wall consists of a single set of imbricate laths, as in a typical loxolith
ring. On the distal side there is a further development of imbricate crystals lying within the 
outer wall, the imbrication becoming less pronounced as the centre is approached. At the 
centre is a raised granular structure with a hollow middle, suggesting the base of a tabular 
spine. 
In the proximal aspect the outer wall is seen to flare distally. The tessellate floor consists of 
about six rings of tesserae, square in the outermost ring, but becoming less regular in shape 
and size toward the centre. 

Measurements (in microns): 

Holotype: H.755 23114 proximal view 
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d, d' major and minor diameters respectively of the distal shield or distal surface. 
p, p' major and minor diameters of the proximal shield or proximal surface. 
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n number of component elements in the distal shield, loxolith-ring or other marginal 
structure. 
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Type level: 

Upper Albian. 

Occurrence: Upper Albian. Two specimens only from the Upper Gault (Bed XII) at Folke
stone (H.755). 

Type locality: 

Folkestone (Southeastern England). 

Depository: 

Collection of electron micrographs at the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge. 
Holotype: SM 23114; fig. 9; from the Upper Gault (Bed XII) at Folkestone (H.755). 

Author: 

Black M., 1973, p. 107; pl. 31, figs. 8, 9. 

Reference: 

British Lower Cretaceous Coccoliths. I. Gault Clay, Part 2. Palaeontogr. Soc. Monogr., vol. 
127, pp. 49-112, text-figs. 39-51, pls. 17-33. 
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